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Abstract

Today’s IP network layer provides little to no protection against misconfiguration or malice. Despite some progress in improving the robustness and security of the IP layer, misconfigurations and attacks still occur frequently. We show how a network layer that provides accountability, i.e., the ability to associate each action with the responsible entity, provides a firm foundation for defenses against misconfiguration and malice. We present the design of a network layer that incorporates accountability called AIP (Accountable Internet Protocol) and show how its features—notably, its use of self-certifying addresses—can improve both source accountability (the ability to trace actions to a particular end host and stop that host from misbehaving) and control-plane accountability (the ability to pinpoint and prevent attacks on routing).

1 Introduction

The Internet architecture is elegant and simple; it has been a tremendous success. When judged from the perspective of security, however, the architecture has several serious shortcomings. The IP layer, in particular, is riddled with vulnerabilities. Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks occur daily and are launched with impunity because attackers are confident they will neither be identified nor thwarted easily. Misconfigurations can cause massive Internet outages (as in the infamous AS 7007 incident [4] and similar occurrences in recent years [26]). Route hijacking is used to send untraceable spam [23].

Our goal is to develop a network architecture to address these IP layer vulnerabilities. Our work does not enter a vacuum, as there is a profusion of network security solutions addressing the set of problems discussed in this paper. However, these solutions tend to be narrowly focused, and their union does not form a coherent architecture. We can be fairly certain that if these solutions were implemented and deployed, IP would be more secure. Unfortunately, it is also clear that IP would have lost much of its simplicity, elegance, and coherence.

To achieve both practical security and architectural coherence, we need to develop a simple foundation upon which security solutions can be easily built. In search of a unifying principle, we turn to daily experience. In the real world, security relies on accountability.1 In a just and secure society, one ought to be able to prove that a guilty party did in fact commit a crime. Equally importantly, framing an innocent party should be difficult. Having such a framework for accountability, together with suitable laws and punishment, is important to provide adequate incentives for crime prevention.

We believe the same holds true for computer systems. In order to identify, isolate, prevent, and possibly punish bad behavior (e.g., by not providing service to wrong-doers), a computer system must have some notion of accountability. Indeed, one of the reasons it has been so hard to secure the Internet is that the IP architecture provides very little accountability. For instance, IP addresses do not always map one-to-one to Internet end points because of NATs, firewalls, and proxies. More dangerously, IP addresses are trivial to forge, so attempting to use IP addresses to identify or ignore wrong-doers opens up another attack vector.

This paper presents AIP (Accountable Internet Protocol), a network architecture that provides accountability as a first-order principle and serves as a building block for simple, elegant improvements to Internet security. AIP’s cornerstone is self-certifying addressing. AIP addresses are of the form \( \text{AD} : \text{EID} \), where \( \text{AD} \) is the identifier for the autonomous domain that the host belongs to, and \( \text{EID} \) is a globally unique host identifier. Both address components are derived from public keys held by the domain and host, respectively. The structure of these addresses allows other entities to verify the authenticity of routing messages and the provenance of data packets.

AIP addresses enable protocols to (i) detect and prevent spoofing or forgery of source addresses (source accountability); (ii) throttle certain forms of unwanted traffic using a simple “shut-off message”, taking advantage of the source accountability property to ensure authenticity; and (iii) detect misleading route advertisements (control-plane accountability). AIP aims to add accountability with only small changes (and minimum additional complexity) to the network architecture; it therefore can, and should, co-

1. We focus on accountability in the sense that we wish to attribute actions to the responsible party; we do not mean accounting, and have no intention of providing facilities for resource allocation.
exist with mechanisms that provide other important features (mobility, higher availability, etc.).

In the next section, we describe these two forms of accountability. We then give an overview of the AIP architecture in Section 3. We discuss control plane accountability and source accountability in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we discuss three design challenges raised by AIP: scaling, traffic engineering, and key compromise.

2 Why Accountability?

AIP makes accountability a first-order design goal. By doing so, it improves the security, trustworthiness, and robustness of both the IP layer and of the systems built atop it. Accountability makes certain types of attacks either more traceable or simply more difficult to mount. AIP provides two types of accountability: control-plane accountability and source accountability. For each, we briefly discuss how the absence of accountability leads to insecurity and how its presence might provide a foundation upon which robust security measures could be built.2

Control-plane accountability: If routers and ASes were accountable for their routing messages, then their peers would be able to more easily discover forgeries or errors. Ultimately, securing a protocol like BGP (as in S-BGP [14]) relies on ensuring that no entity can undetectably forge routing messages, which is actually a statement about accountability.

Securing routing is difficult in part because today’s IP addressing structure does not securely bind addresses to the networks that are allowed to announce them. S-BGP provides mechanisms to do so, but we believe that such a binding should be inherent to the network architecture.

Source accountability: Today’s Internet architecture lacks source accountability: hosts can easily forge the source IP address of data traffic, which makes attacks difficult to track and makes it nearly impossible for network operators to filter traffic based on the source address—the most logical identifier for doing so.

If sources were accountable, then any element in the network that saw a packet could verify that packet’s origin. This property eliminates undetectable source address forgery. As a result of preventing such forgery, defenses against DoS could profile using source addresses, routers could implement packet filters or rate limiters using source addresses as a robust handle, spam filters could more easily blacklist on IP addresses, and intrusion detection and prevention systems could use source addresses as a handle to their state without worrying about adversaries forging source addresses and exhausting their state.3

In this paper, we do not address data-plane accountability (i.e., ways to identify network elements that are not forwarding packets appropriately). Several aspects of AIP, however, do facilitate solutions to this problem. First, all elements in the architecture have strong, verifiable identities that can serve as a basis for attestations about behavior. Second, hosts’ globally unique identifiers (Section 3.2) facilitate avoiding data-plane failures through multihoming or by continuing connections through different ADs or interfaces. Finally, AIP’s self-certifying address structure makes it possible to give cryptographic assurance to mechanisms that attribute packet loss, delay, or misrouting to a network element; one logical candidate mechanism is AS-level packet obituaries [1].

3 Accountable Internet Protocol

This section outlines AIP, starting with the structure and function of AIP addresses. We then explain how making AIP addresses self-certifying (i.e., derived from public keys) infuses accountability into the network layer.

3.1 Basic Structure and Function

The Internet’s original addressing structure was a simple two-level hierarchy. Each address had a network and a host component, and routers inspected only the network portion until the packet reached the destination network. The network and host components were both implicitly assumed to be flat: there was little correlation between topological and numerical proximity. Unfortunately, addressing has become more complicated with the advent of autonomous systems (used in BGP routing) and classless routing (CIDR); these changes have made it hard to add accountability to the existing infrastructure.

Address structure: AIP returns to simple two-level hierarchical addresses. We assume that there are some number of independently administered networks (as is the case today) which we call autonomous domains (ADs), and that each possesses a unique identifier. We avoid the term “AS” because we envision that current large ASes would be broken up into several smaller ADs for traffic engineering (Section 6.2). Each host is assigned a unique endpoint identifier (EID). Analogous to the original Internet addressing structure, the AIP address of a host currently homed in some AD would have an address of the form

2. Accountability, as we have defined it, does not preclude anonymity for end-to-end applications (such as anonymous email), which can be provided using approaches such as onion routing and mix-nets.

3. The simplicity of profiling and filtering is in stark contrast to the more radical architectural designs needed to deal with DoS in the presence of spoofing, such as [15, 11, 27, 32].
AD:EID. The EID is a globally unique endpoint identifier, and it is part of the internetwork address (as in IPv6 CGA [2]).

Name lookup: The domain name system would include an AIP-record, which would contain the AIP address(es) for a hostname. A host might have multiple addresses if it had direct upstream connectivity to multiple domains ADj; the host would then have addresses ADj:EID in its AIP-record for each domain. In addition, to allow even more fine-grained control of traffic for the host, EIDs could be augmented with interface bits that give each interface a unique identifier: EIDif1, EIDif2, etc. Each of these identifiers would appear in the host’s AIP-record.

Interdomain routing: In AIP, interdomain routing occurs in much the same way that it does today (and can benefit from improvements to BGP). Rather than involving IP prefixes, however, interdomain routing occurs entirely at the AD granularity, so the only advertisements will be for ADs themselves. Interior and border routers in an AD maintain routing information on a per-AD basis for destinations in other ADs; i.e., an AIP routing table maps AD numbers to “next hop” locations but does not maintain any information about EIDs in other ADs. Each router also participates in an interior routing protocol (e.g., OSPF [20]) to maintain routing information to the EIDs within the AD. Although AIP changes the granularity of routing, it does not specify or mandate any particular inter- or intra-domain routing protocol.

Packet forwarding: Packets contain the destination’s AD:EID. Until the packet reaches the destination AD, routers use only the destination AD to forward the packet. Upon reaching the destination AD, routers forward the packet using only its EID.

3.2 Self-Certifying Addresses

Eliminating structure in the AD and EID allows us to make them self-certifying. The notion of a self-certifying name is straightforward: the name of an object is the public key (or, for convenience, the hash of the public key) that corresponds to that object. In AIP, the AD is the hash of the public key of the domain, while the EID is the hash of the public key of the corresponding host. Although higher layers have used self-certifying naming (e.g., hosts, data, and services) [18, 30], and HIP [19] uses such addresses in a shim layer between the IP and transport layer, AIP is the first architecture to our knowledge that uses fully self-certifying addresses at the internetwork layer itself.

Security should not rely on extensive manual configuration or globally trusted authorities. Thus, we believe that self-certification is an indispensable aspect of providing accountability at the network layer. Accountability requires a verifiable identity, and in these settings the only practical method of verification uses cryptographic signatures. Thus, identifiers must be bound to their public key.

Existing schemes (e.g., S-BGP [14]) implement this binding using registries that map identifiers to their public keys (a PKI). Unfortunately, these registries must be both up-to-date (via manual configuration) and globally trusted. Self-certifying addressing frees security mechanisms from undesirable trust relationships or manual configuration. Existing IP and transport security mechanisms (e.g., IPsec [13]) could also use AIP’s self-certifying address structure to securely establish the identity of a remote host, rather than relying on an external infrastructure.

4 Control-Plane Accountability

Today’s Internet routing infrastructure provides almost no accountability. A malicious or misconfigured AS can “hijack” IP address space (i.e., advertise IP prefixes that it does not own), because there is no intrinsic association between an autonomous system number and its part of the IP address space. It is also possible to forge routing announcements with false AS paths, causing traffic to be redirected in unexpected and undesirable ways.

Securing routing involves fixing both of these problems: the infrastructure should provide origin authentication (ensuring that the AS that originated the route actually owns the block of IP addresses being advertised) and path authentication (ensuring the accuracy of the AS path). Solving these problems involves holding an AS accountable for its routing announcements.

Recent proposals retrofit cryptographic mechanisms onto BGP to address these shortcomings [14, 31]. Unfortunately, the deployment of such secure routing schemes is hindered by the Internet’s simultaneous use of two logically distinct and unrelated name spaces: AS numbers and IP prefixes. This independence forces routing security to depend on two external infrastructures: a “routing registry” (a database recording which AS owns each prefix) and a PKI for ASes. Even if a PKI for ASes’ public keys came to pass, experience has shown that such types of registries are disappointingly inaccurate [10].

Self-certifying ADs make secure BGP routing intrinsic to the architecture, not dependent on external registries or operator vigilance. Origin and path authentication are natural by-products of this design, as we now show.

---

4. We expect that each field would be at least 128 bits in size.
5. Experience with Internet address registries suggests that keeping these registries accurate and up-to-date will be difficult [10, 12, 25].
**Origin authentication**, which is particularly lacking in the current routing system, becomes automatic because AD numbers are derived from public keys. ADs can exchange public keys using separate BGP messages or using a lookup service [31]. Verifying AD announcements appears practical, given current cryptographic speeds: a router that learns several hundred thousand ADs and two or three routes per AD could verify an entire routing table’s worth of signatures on the order of minutes with manageable computational overhead.6

**Path authentication** proceeds as in S-BGP [14]: some router in $AD_i$ signs the AD path [$AD_{i+1}$ $AD_i$ ... $AD_0$]. A router receiving an announcement with this AD path verifies every signature in the route update before installing the route in its routing table. Thus, each route advertisement must be signed once by each AD along the AD path; a router that receives a route must verify $N - 1$ signatures, where $N$ is the number of labels on the AD path. The significant advantage over the status quo is that because AD identifiers are self-certifying, path authentication does not need a PKI. One disadvantage to this approach is that revoking a public key requires the AD number to change. Section 6 considers this shortcoming in more detail.

5 **Source Accountability**

AIP provides an automatic mechanism for source accountability, ensuring that hosts cannot spoof the source address of their packets. This mechanism enhances the effectiveness of some current schemes to combat DoS attacks (e.g., by filtering [11] or simply by contacting the ISP responsible for the offending traffic) and also enables new defenses, as we discuss later in this section. The inability to trust the source address of packets has caused numerous other security vulnerabilities, such as those due to using trusted IP addresses for authentication in “rhosts” files. In general, we believe that many other aspects of the network architecture pertaining to security will be improved or simplified if they need not deal with address spoofing.

### 5.1 Preventing Spoofing

The limited success of ingress filtering [3, 7] has shown that mechanisms that depend on correct operator action are often only marginally effective. AIP’s source accountability, in contrast, makes use of self-certifying addressing to develop simple mechanisms that verify the source of packets—and drop the packets if the sources are spoofed. AIP’s source accountability mechanism requires no configuration by operators and no interaction from operators or end-users.

AIP’s source accountability mechanism extends (and makes feasible) “unicast reverse path forwarding” (uRPF) [8]. uRPF is an automatic filtering mechanism that only accepts packets if the route to the packet’s source address points to the same interface on which the packet arrived. uRPF is extremely useful at the edge for automatically preventing spoofing by single-homed clients, but it cannot cope with multi-homed customers and, because of route asymmetry, it does not work in the core. AIP’s source accountability mechanism essentially combines uRPF with a second mechanism to automatically verify if packets are valid even if they arrived on an interface other than the reverse route to the destination.

Recall that the AD and EID components of an address are hashes of public keys. We use these public keys to validate the source address of a packet in two places. First, each first-hop router verifies that its directly-connected hosts are not spoofing. Next, each AD through which a packet passes verifies that the previous hop is a “valid” previous-hop for the specified source address. The process for verifying a packet’s source address, $AD:EID$, summarized in Figure 1, is as follows:

**EID verification:** If the first-hop router, $R$, has not recently verified the source host, it drops the packet and sends a nonce to the source. To prevent the router $R$ from needing to keep state for each nonce it sends, this nonce is a function of the source’s EID, a coarse timestamp, and a secret known only to $R$. The sender must prove that it has identity EID by signing the nonce with the private key associated with EID. If the host produces the correct signature, $R$ caches this information and allows subsequent packets to pass. The host must re-send (“reflect”) the packet that generated the nonce to the router, to avoid having any router maintain state for unverified packets. For complete protection, this mechanism might need to be implemented in network switches, or would need to

![Figure 1: Process for verifying a packet’s source address.](image-url)

---

6. Cryptographic hardware could, of course, reduce this time considerably, but even with only commodity processors the time is not excessive. Route processors are getting faster (Cisco’s CRS-1 route processor is 1.2GHz); signature verification can be performed offline; and fast cryptosystems such as ESIGN [22] running on a 3 GHz processor can create and verify 2048-bit signatures in 150 and 100 microseconds, respectively [17, §7.2.2].
AD verification: When a packet crosses an AD boundary, the incoming AD must decide if the source address is valid. For a packet entering AD A from AD B, AD A performs the following checks:

1. If A trusts B to have performed the appropriate set of checks on the packet’s source address (as might be the case between pairs of tier-1 or mutually trusted ISPs), then A forwards the packet.

2. If A does not trust B, then A performs uRPF checks, which determine whether it arrived on an interface leading back to that source. If the packet’s source address passes uRPF, A forwards the packet.

3. If these tests fail (e.g., in the case of route asymmetry), A drops the packet and sends a nonce to AD:EID, asking EID to produce a signature. If EID does so, it proves two things: First, that EID originated the packet that triggered the nonce exchange. Second, that EID is legitimately contained in AD (or in one of AD’s upstream networks, which is in a position to spoof packets on behalf of EID in any case) and so should be allowed to transmit packets as AD:EID.

To avoid keeping state, A generates the nonce in a manner similar to a “SYN cookie”, hashing a coarse time counter t, the source address AD:EID, and a secret s known only to A. A can then verify that the returned nonce is correct, using the timestamp to prevent replay attacks. If it is, then A temporarily inserts AD:EID into its accept cache, allowing subsequent packets through.7

Preventing address “minting”: While the mechanisms above prevent an attacker from spoofing its AD or using the EID of another host, an attacker could mint new addresses at will. This minting could be used to circumvent EID-based filtering. By preventing AD-level spoofing, however, AIP creates an incentive for ADs themselves to prevent or limit minting. A victim facing an attack from an inordinately large number of (apparently) unique EIDs from one domain would simply filter all traffic from that domain, stopping the attack but potentially causing collateral damage. ADs can easily limit the number of EIDs a host can claim using techniques similar to MAC-address limiting in Ethernet, or prevent EID forgery by having internal mechanisms to authorize EIDs to use particular ports.

5.2 “Shutting-Off” Unwanted Traffic

While the techniques above directly eliminate some classes of DoS attacks, such as “reflector” attacks that forge requests to appear to originate from the victim, other attacks remain unaffected, such as flooding a victim with traffic from compromised hosts. AIP’s self-verifying addresses enable a new approach to throttling unwanted traffic whereby a victim host sends an explicit “shut-off” message to a host sending it traffic that it doesn’t want to receive. Self-verification ensures the authenticity of these messages.

Most compromised machines are owned by well-intentioned users or businesses [24]. Although the vulnerabilities caused by the complexity of modern software make it difficult for the owners to prevent compromises, they do not launch attacks of their own volition. We therefore envision equipping end hosts with a smart network interface card (“smart-NIC”) that aids in controlling the network behavior of the end host by selectively suppressing or rate-limiting packet transmission. The suppression mechanism of the smart-NIC would be beyond the reach of the host OS and thus wouldn’t be subject to compromise. The only way to modify the NIC’s firmware or configuration would be by having physical access to it, e.g., by plugging it into a USB or serial interface. In normal operation, it would be unmodifiable from the host.

The smart-NIC would record the hashes of recently sent packets and respond to a special class of packets called shut-off packets (SOPs). A SOP sent from host X to host Y would include X’s public key, a hash of a recent packet sent to X from Y, and a TTL, all signed by X. Upon receiving such a packet, the smart-NIC would first check to see if it indeed had any record of such a packet. If not, it would disregard the SOP; if so it would install a filter in the NIC suppressing further packets from Y to X for the duration of the TTL.

AIP’s combination of self-certifying addresses and spoof detection makes this approach feasible. X’s signature and its key (which can be verified as belonging to X) assures Y that X (or at least someone with X’s private key) has sent the request. The hash of a recent packet proves that Y has recently sent a packet to X. This proof is necessary to prevent replay attacks, and to prevent an attacker from exhausting the filter state in the NIC to allow them to continue attacking a chosen victim. It is important that this process not require a three-way handshake, as a host under attack may not receive the return packets. This approach can also be extended to filtering packets sent to an AD, not just an individual host.

7. We depict the accept cache as examining both AD and EID, so that one rogue host cannot give outsiders the ability to spoof other nodes in its AD. For efficiency, of course, a router might choose to weaken this property by keying the accept cache on a per-AD basis.
6 Challenges

AIP’s structure is conceptually simple, but significant research will be needed to ensure that it will work in practice. We outline three specific questions about AIP with regard to practical issues of scaling, traffic engineering, and key management.

6.1 Routing Scalability

Only 15 years after the Internet moved away from classful routing, why do we suspect that flat addressing can scale as well or better than current Internet routing? We examine this question along two axes: the amount of routing state and the volume of routing updates.

The routing state that AIP must cope should be manageable. Modern routers handle one million or more routing table entries [29], and with sufficient incentive, vendors could scale this number without too much difficulty. Furthermore, routing on ADs requires a flat table look-up, not the more complex longest-prefix match required under today’s IP architecture. AIP might increase routing table state, because we do propose splitting some large ASes into several ADs. On the flip side, however, it reduces table entries because organizations would not face arbitrary allocation limits on the number of hosts (EIDs) they could maintain in their AD. Interior routing would only need to scale to tens of thousands of nodes, a number already quite reasonable [21]. Further study is clearly required to answer this question, but we believe there is reason to be optimistic.

Update volume is a greater concern. Volume would likely increase linearly with the number of ADs, but a more serious possibility is that path length could grow if large ASes were split into several ADs. BGP’s convergence time and update volume can grow with path length [16], so understanding the effects of such a change is a critical question to address. Fortunately, if update volume becomes unbearable, next-generation routing proposals such as HLP [28] successfully borrow techniques from link-state routing to improve the scalability and convergence time of wide-area routing.

6.2 Traffic Engineering

ISPs require control over routing to meet their traffic engineering goals; today, network operators typically manipulate traffic on the granularity of IP prefixes [6, 9]. AIP faces two challenges: ADs may be too large to permit effective traffic engineering (e.g., if ADs are like today’s ASes), or ADs may be too small (e.g., if ADs were assigned at the granularity of today’s prefixes). Which of these presents the major problem depends on how AIP is used; lacking a crystal ball, we outline solutions to each:

1. Aggregating ADs for TE: To perform traffic engineering at a more coarse granularity, AIP could use a LISP-like [5] tunneling approach, similar to proposals already under consideration by the IETF:
   1. ADs prepend packets with a new address header containing an outer destination and source address. The outer addresses represent aggregates to ADs.
   2. Operators configure IP layer TE policies using the less numerous outer addresses.
   3. ADs discover a mapping from original destination to the outer tunnel address. These mappings must be maintained using an (unspecified) mechanism, but the process need not be complex because the mappings are relatively static.

2. De-aggregating ADs for finer-grained TE: The addresses contained inside an AD are also flat. To flexibly de-aggregate an AD, the routing announcements for the AD could be augmented with a “range” indicator that told other providers which EIDs to apply to this route. Such a mechanism would permit operators more fine-grained control at the cost of more expensive route lookups. Whether such an approach is better or worse than simply splitting an AD into smaller components is a question for future work.

6.3 Key Management

Keys will inevitably be compromised. The architecture must minimize both the chances of this event occurring and the pain involved in recovering from such an event.

Reducing the chance of compromise: We believe that in practice, domains would have a two-level key hierarchy. The self-generated domain key would be held very tightly and used to sign certificates for individual routers. This approach allows the administrators of an AD to choose between slightly increased complexity (though they still generate and maintain all of their keys completely independently of other entities) and resilience to key compromise.

The question remains open whether this approach is better dealt with by revocation or short certificate lifetimes, who should maintain revocation lists, and so on.

Reducing the pain of recovery: Many questions remain in this area. Does this two-level key hierarchy lend itself better to revocation or to short certificate lifetimes? If an actual domain key is compromised, the domain must “re-number”, since its very identity is compromised. What mechanisms (akin, perhaps, to today’s DHCP and related protocols) can be used to make re-numbering an entire domain a relatively painless process? We note that solutions to this problem would benefit today’s stub ASes and customers who switch providers. The problem, of course, touches upon router and peering configurations, host addressing, and name service, at a minimum. Because of
the complexity involved, not only would we need tools to deal with re-numbering, but careful thought must be put into the architectural dependencies to minimize the number and scope of the services that must be so updated.

7 Conclusion

It is high time that Internet entities be held accountable. No longer should hosts be able to forge addresses with impunity, nor attackers be able to hijack routes without fear of consequences. By basing Internet addressing on a simple principle—a flat, two-level hierarchy in which both address components are self-certifying—AIP brings new and needed accountability to the Internet architecture. While significant challenges must be surmounted to bring its ideas to fruition, we believe that the potential benefits of the proposal make it worthy of serious consideration by the community.
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